
Power Tank Instructions 
Power Filler 2—Power Tank to Power Shot Filling Tool—CO2-2065 

Wear gloves and eye protection during operation. The Power Filler 2 is a tool designed to 
quickly and easily fill your small 9oz. to 24 oz. “paintball” CO2 bottles. Our 20 oz. Power Shot bottles 
borrow their design from the paintball bottles.  

You will need a CO2 “mother bottle” (the supply bottle), usually a 10 to 20 lb. CO2 bottle inverted to 
extract the liquid CO2 or a 50lb. CO2 bottle with a “Dip tube” to draw the CO2 from the bottom of 
the large tank. If using a 10 to 20 lb. inverted bottle we recommend using our Inverted Tank 
Transfill stand (ITT-2500) for convenience and safety.  

You’ll notice that your CO2 mother bottle has a different valve (aka CGA320 valve) than your Power 
Shot bottle valve (aka 323 valves). These 323 (paintball) valves have an o-ring at the top and either 
have a center core pin (pin valve) or they have an on/off knob on the side and no center core pin. 
For these instructions, we will be filling from a 15 lb Power Tank mother bottle in an Inverted Tank 
Transfill stand to a 20 oz Power Shot pin valve bottle. We call this the “fill bottle”. 

1. The first thing we do is chill the fill bottle. Place it in the freezer or in ice to lower the 
temperature of the fill bottle. 40 deg F or below is the target temperature. A lower temperature 
vessel has a lower pressure and liquid CO2 will naturally flow to the lower pressure vessel.  

2. While the Fill Bottle is chilling, attach your Power Filler 2 manifold to our Mother Bottle by 
screwing the large nut onto the valve. Do not overtighten. Two finger wrench tight is fine.  

3. Once the Fill Bottles are cold attach a Fill Bottle to the Paintball Adapter. Make sure the Thumb 
Knob on the Paintball Adapter is turned to the up position (counterclockwise).  

4. Next, we need to ensure that our Fill Bottle is empty. To empty, first open the Pressure Relief 
Screw on the Vent Block.  

 a.  If you have a PIN VALVE turn the Thumb Knob down (clockwise) to depress the center 
  core pin. If there is any pressure in the Fill Bottle you will hear it release through the 
  Vent Block. After the Fill Bottle is empty close the Pressure Relief Screw snug tight 
  with a wrench.  

 b.  If you have an ON/OFF VALVE, simply open the valve on your Power Shot Fill Bottle. 
  Any pressure in the Fill Bottle will release through the Vent Block. After the Fill Bottle 
  is empty close the Pressure Relief Screw snug tight with a wrench.  
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5. Now we’re ready to fill. Place your Fill Bottle on an ounce scale like our digital counter top scale 
(SCL-1600), reset the Tare to zero the bottle weight (see below), and then slowly open your 
Mother Bottle valve. Listen for CO2 filling into the Fill bottle. As you are filling you should see the 
CO2 weight of your Fill Bottle increase on the scale. We suggest stopping just shy of full weight. 
On a 20 oz. Fill Bottle, when you reach 19.5 oz. shut your Mother Bottle valve and call it good. If 
you accidentally fill over the weight spec (20 oz. in this case) this is called an “Overfill” and you 
must purge some CO2 out until it is at or under the weight spec. If you leave a bottle overfilled it 
will likely blow the pressure relief cap on the side of the valve. This relief valve must then be 
replaced. To purge follow the same procedure as emptying in Step 4. 

6. Turn the Thumb Knob on the Valve Adapter back to the up position. This closes the 323 Pin 
Valve. If you have an On/Off Valve, close the valve. Open the Pressure Relief Screw to release 
trapped pressure in the Power Filler 2 line. Once pressure is released from the line you can 
remove the Fill Bottle safely from the Valve Adapter. 
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